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A revolutionary side discharge system
that won’t compromise on comfort.
The Daikin Fit system offers solutions
when a traditional cube style cannot.

Driven by
AIR INTELLIGENCE

Air is essential to our existence and
Daikin’s role and responsibility in
enriching it continues to expand.
Daikin is devoted, with unbridled
passion, to overcoming the everevolving challenges of the air around
us. Leveraging our leading, cuttingedge technologies, with a holistic
focus on performance, reliability,
design, aesthetics, air environment,
ease of use and efficiency, we create
outstanding products and system
solutions to realize a comfortable and
sustainable living environment for all
people and all regions of the world.
This is AIR INTELLIGENCE
and this is what Daikin is about.
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DESIGNED
TO FIT
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COMFORT

SPACE

BUDGET

COMFORT

Today, the air is perfect. Perfect
temperature. Perfect humidity. Perfectly
clean and fresh, like just after a rainstorm.
And the only thing more perfect than this
outdoor scenario is that it’s all happening
inside. Because that’s where we work.
That’s where we play, where we sleep,
where we truly live.
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And that’s why at Daikin, we aim to
make the air inside as refreshing as the
outside. Better comfort. Better control and
efficiency. Better quality. So you can create
your own unique ecosystem. And everyday
is perfect.
Inside and out.

Elevate your comfort
expectations

By continuously running at low energy conserving levels, the air
is consistently filtered, the Daikin Fit system will help drastically
improve your comfort level by controlling humidity, as the air passes
through the coil, it removes moisture and keeps you (and your home)
from feeling muggy.

Desired speed

speed

HVAC systems are smart systems that implement cooling, or heating,
in accordance to your desired set temperature and maintains it in
every season – when the set temperature is reached, non-inverter
systems will automatically power off causing the temperature to rise.
When the set temperature is reached again, the unit will re-operate
to condition the air. The Daikin Fit system is an Inverter unit which
runs continuously but adjusts the compressor’s speed to meet the
demand. Because it maintains the temperature consistently, your
home will no longer feel too hot or too cold.

Traditional non-inverter systems

Time
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF
DAIKIN INVERTER TECHNOLOGY:
www.daikincomfort.com/go/inverter/
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Rest, relax, repeat

Undesirable operational sounds often accompany non-inverter
systems, especially in start-up operation. These sounds can
become a nuisance in yards or when the system is near a window.
With the ability to operate more consistently, at variable-speeds,
the Daikin Fit system can help bring additional acoustical comfort
to any environment (inside and out).
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Daikin DZ14SA (Non-inverter): 73 dB(A)

Daikin Fit (inverter) system: 56 dB(A)

Filtration your home needs
and your family deserves.

Go beyond just merely heating and cooling the air in your home,
to providing clean indoor air to your family. According to The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)1, it’s possible for the air
inside your home to be up to five times more polluted than the air
outside. With the new Daikin One premium air cleaner, protect and
prolong the operation and efficiency of your system while delivering
improved indoor air.
»

The new Daikin One premium air cleaner (DV15) is a MERV 15
media filter that removes more than 85% of particles down to
0.3 microns*

»

Helps remove formaldehyde and ozone

1

FILTER CLEANER AIR

0.3 - 1µm
(tiny)

1 - 3µm
(medium)

3 – 10µm
(large)

0

0

70-85%

> 90%

> 99%

Standard
Furnace
Filter

BASIC

MERV 8

DV15

> 85%

MERV 15

www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/inside-story-guide-indoor-air-quality

* Testing performed by LMS Technologies, Inc.
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SPACE
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Your comfort shouldn’t be
defined by your space
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Going beyond the limitations of
the traditional HVAC box

Your home is unique, just like your comfort needs. Although
traditional “cube style” systems have been providing comfort for
years, they can be cumbersome for certain spaces. The compact size
of the Daikin Fit system now offers you a solution so you no longer
have to compromise.
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»

Perfect for homes with limited installation space

»

Can be ground or wall-mounted to free up additional (valuable)
space where it matters most

»

Slick and slim profile - ideal for zero lot line homes and/or
locations, patio, terrace, roof, and multi-story locations that
would typically require a crane to install

The Daikin Fit can
also be wall-mounted
when needed.

DAIKIN FIT - NEW SIDE DISCHARGE SYSTEM

TRADITIONAL TOP DISCHARGE SYSTEM

Zero Lot Line

Patio

Backyard

Roof/Terrace/Balcony
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BUDGET
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»

Up to 18 SEER

»

Up to 10.0 HSPF (for Heat Pump)

»

Inverter (variable-speed) technology

»

Premium indoor unit options

»

Outstanding warranty* and support

*Complete warranty details available from your local dealer/contractor or at
www.daikincomfort.com.

Compressors are the heart of your heating and cooling systems. As
the single most energy consuming part of a system, it is important
to understand that not all compressors are created equal. Traditional
systems use single speed or dual-speed compressors, while the Daikin
Fit system is equipped with revolutionary Daikin
Up to
inverter (variable-speed) technology.
30%
Savings

Like a car operating on cruise control, an inverter
carefully controls the heating and cooling power
generated by the unit. This minimizes temperature
fluctuations, reaches the temperature set point faster
after an extended period of interrupted use, and
provides continuous cooling and heating comfort.
Inverter HVAC Systems can save up to 30% energy
compared to non-inverter HVAC systems.

Non-Inverter HVAC

If you’re like most families, you want to be comfortable and save
money at the same time. When you purchase a Daikin Fit system,
you’re investing in state-of-the-art HVAC technology developed to
help you meet budget and efficiency goals.

www.daikincomfort.com/go/energyadvisor/

Inverter HVAC

More time to spend on the
things that matter

LEARN HOW MUCH YOU
COULD SAVE WITH AN
INVERTER SYSTEM.
VISIT THE DAIKIN
EFFICIENCY ADVISOR:

ELECTRICAL
CONSUMPTION

Space-saving.
Efficient.
Affordable.

* Complete warranty details available from your local dealer/contractor or at
www.daikincomfort.com. To receive the 12-Year Unit Replacement Limited Warranty
and 12-Year Parts Limited Warranty, online registration must be completed within
60 days of installation. Additional requirements for annual maintenance are required
for the Unit Replacement Limited Warranty. Online registration and some of the
additional requirements are not required in California or Quebec.

Daikin Fit Features:

Heat Pump Unit Features:

›› Up to 18 SEER / Up to 10 HSPF (for heat pump)

›› Intelligent Defrost Mode – The outdoor unit will enable this mode to
help prevent frost/ice from building up in cold climate conditions. It
will also help with longer heating operation time for additional comfort
for occupants (compared to HVAC systems without this function).

›› Inverter (variable-speed) Compressor –
Ideal indoor comfort and efficiency
›› Low operational sound levels – Reclaim outdoor space
›› Quiet-mode – Provides enhanced acoustical comfort
›› Blue Fin Corrosion Coating – Long condenser coil life
and reliability
›› Swing Compressor – Quiet and dependable
›› Side panel access – Ease of service for annual maintenance
›› Compact and lightweight – The trunk style outdoor unit is
perfect when installation space is limited
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BACKED BY A 12-YEAR PARTS LIMITED
WARRANTY* AND A 12-YEAR UNIT
REPLACEMENT LIMITED WARRANTY*

– A selectable defrost backup heat option, when turned off, will
lower power consumption during defrost.
›› Advanced water-shedding drain pan – engineered with multiple
drain holes and channels to help provide effective water shedding.
›› Hot start technology – When the heating operation starts or when
the unit changes from cooling to heating there is no cold draft
released into the room.

Daikin All
Aluminum Coils

80-97% AFUE
Communicating
Gas Furnaces

(CAPE/CAPEA/CHPE)

Multi-Position
Air Handlers

Daikin One
Premium
Air Cleaner

(DVFEC/MBVC)

(DV15)

Works with
Google Assistant ™ and
Amazon Alexa™

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE DAIKIN
ONE+ SMART THERMOSTAT, VISIT:
WWW.DAIKINCOMFORT.COM/GO/DAIKINONE/

Complete warranty details available from your local dealer or at www.daikincomfort.com.
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Dedicated.
Specialized.
Professional.

Daikin Comfort Pro.

If, for any reason, the Daikin Comfort Pro has not met your expectations
within one year of your equipment or system installation, please

Those 3 simple words can offer you comfort like you’ve

contact the installing Daikin Comfort Pro and ask them to honor

never experienced. The words mean that the contractor you

the Daikin Comfort Promise. The Daikin Comfort Pro will return

invited into your home is a highly-qualified and continuously

to your house to resolve any issues that you have with your installation at no

trained professional who will quickly, efficiently, and effectively help to solve
any of your indoor comfort needs.
All Daikin Comfort Pro contractors seek to achieve the highest levels of
customer service, business integrity, and technical competency. These range
from maintaining an excellent rating with their local Better Business Bureau
(BBB) to taking continuing education classes on how best to install and service
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cost to you.

Daikin has held a strong commitment to quality, service and innovation
since our inception. It is this commitment that has allowed us to become
one of the largest manufacturers of HVAC systems and refrigerants in
the world.

Daikin brand products. To retain this status, Daikin Comfort Pro contractors

FIND A DAIKIN COMFORT PRO NEAR YOU AT:

must deliver their best abilities to each and every customer, year after year.

WWW.DAIKINCOMFORT.COM/FIND-DEALER/LOCATOR

Add further peace of mind
with rebates and financing

Daikin understands that you
expect to enjoy years of
uninterrupted
service
from
your home comfort system. By
including an AsureSM Extended Service Plan you can have peace
of mind knowing that in the event of an equipment failure,
Daikin will pick up the cost of the repair. For only pennies a
day, your system can be protected from the unplanned cost of
a service call and from the increasing cost of service over the
life of your equipment.
» No unexpected repair bills

DID YOU KNOW YOU MAY BE ABLE
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF STATE AND
LOCAL REBATES?
Visit www.daikincomfort.com/rebates to see if
you are eligible!

TAKE COMFORT IN OUR FINANCING OPTIONS
Financing for your Daikin Fit system is
available via EGIA.
For more details and enrollment information,
visit www.egia.org/daikin or call 888-691-0387.

» Prompt service provided by an authorized AsureSM Dealer
» All repairs performed with Daikin authorized
replacement parts
» No pre-authorization required
» No out-of-pocket deductible
These benefits mean that you can count on staying cool in
the summer and warm in the winter — an AFFORDABLE
benefit that adds VALUE over the life of your home
comfort product.
Contact your local Daikin sales representative or local
contractor for more information on current extended service
plans that are available to you.
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To find a local contractor, visit:
www.daikincomfort.com/find-dealer/locator
For comments or questions, please contact
Daikin North America at 1.855.770.5678
or email howeownersupport@daikincomfort.com

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

15.0-18.0

16.0-18.0

Before purchasing this appliance, read important information about its estimated annual energy consumption,
yearly operating cost, or energy efficiency rating that is available from your retailer.

WARNINGS:
» Always use a licensed installer or contractor
to install this product. Do not try to install the
product yourself. Improper installation can
result in water or refrigerant leakage, electrical
shock, fire or explosion.
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» Use only those parts and accessories supplied
or specified by Daikin. Ask a licensed contractor
to install those parts and accessories. Use
of unauthorized parts and accessories or
improper installation of parts and accessories
can result in water or refrigerant leakage,
electrical shock, fire or explosion.

» Read the User’s Manual carefully before using
this product. The User’s Manual provides
important safety instructions and warnings. Be
sure to follow these instructions and warnings.
» For any inquiries, contact your local
Daikin dealer.
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